
Premium IOL Treatment with Highest Precision

FEMTIS® IOL Family

Perfect visual performance 1

Proven premium Optics

4 additional clip haptics  
for exceptionally stable  
positioning and fixation  
in the capsular bag

Unique combination: 
FEMTIS® IOL &  
automated capsulotomy

Optimal centering & 
visual acuity results

Advantages of the automated capsulotomy 2

   Perfectly round cut    Highest precision

   Low ACO / PCO risk    Very little risk of capsule rupture

   Very good reproducibility     No mechanical manipulation

   Perfect centering on the optical axis

Reference:   1 |  DOI: 10.1097/j.jcrs.0000000000000044  and data on file 2 | DOI: 10.1097/ICU.0b013e3283415026, DOI: 10.1155/2020/6431314, DOI: 10.1186/s12886-019-1277-9,  
     DOI: 10.3928/1081597X-20161219-01, DOI: 10.4103/ijo.IJO_152_17, DOI: 10.1016/j.ophtha.2020.02.028



EDoF-IOL with varifocal effect

Coherent aspheric distance optic zone 

with maximum light focusing for 

sharp distance vision

Prolate surface profile between distance-

lenslet and the varifocal segment for a 

smooth power transition 

Central distance-lenslet for less 

sensitivity to IOL decentration and tilt 

Smooth transmedial surface tran-

sitions for maximum light transmission 

and minimized photic phenomena

Segment with varifocal addition  

for excellent vision at all distances

Defocus capacityVisual acuity (logMAR) with cut-off better than 0.2
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FEMTIS® Comfort



Advantages of the FEMTIS® IOL Family

 Unique haptic system for perfect IOL positioning

 Highest patient satisfaction thanks to the most reliable refractive 
predictability for highest patient satisfaction

 Best quality of vision thanks to the perfect combination of FEMTIS® 
IOL and automated capsulotomy technologies

Sharp optical edge:
the best possible ACO / PCO prevention

Optimal IOL stability 
in the capsulorhexis

Perfect match: Automatic 
capsulotomy & FEMTIS® IOL
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Advantages of FEMTIS
®   | FEMTIS

®  

 EDoF IOL: Intraocular lens for an optimised vision in the daily routine work  
of the patient

 Excellent visual performance for far and intermediate distances

 Natural image and colour perception

 Improved contrast and depth of focus for optimal vision in low light conditions

 Aberration neutral

Advantages of FEMTIS
® 

   
 | FEMTIS

®  

 

 Large distance optic zone    

  Smooth transition from distance to near

 Refractive optical design for continuous vision in all distances (varifocal effect)

 Maximum light transmission for excellent vision and contrast

COMING SOON

ALLY™ - Adaptive Cataract Treatment System - is the first platform 
to combine world class imaging and next generation dual-pulse femtosecond laser.


